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e+e- : http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/ewk/2015/zAfb9ee/ 

Phys. Rev. D89, 072005(2014) μ+μ- : 

Analysis by the University of Rochester CDF  SM group. 

  Willis Sakumoto, Arie Bodek,  Jiyeon Han (now with CMS)  
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http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-standard-model.pdf 
K.A. Olive et al. (PDG), Chin. Phys. C38, 090001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov) 
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SM 

MSSM 
MW=80.385±0.015 GeV               
        (TeV/LEP2) 
 
 MTOP-CMS 2015      =172.44±0.48 GeV 

http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-standard-model.pdf 
K.A. Olive et al. (PDG), Chin. Phys. C38, 090001 (2014) (http://pdg.lbl.gov) 
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SM 

MSSM 

K.A. Olive et al. (PDG), Chin. Phys. C38, 090001 (2014)   
(http://pdg.lbl.gov) 

MW=80.385±0.015 GeV 
        (TeV/LEP2) 
Mtop-2014=173.34±0.76 GeV 
 
 

(a) (b) 

2015: Tension   would be  ~2σ with the 
 most recent  measurement MT at CMS, 
and ~1.3σ with old Tevatron MT . 

2014: tension ~1.5σ between the direct 
 Measurements of Mw and SM 

With a known Higgs 
mass, the SM is over-
constrained. 
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http://pdg.lbl.gov/2014/reviews/rpp2014-rev-w-mass.pdf 

The most recent 
 Tevatron measurements  
(CDF and Dzero) 
 have errors of ~20 MeV 



Direct measurement of  W mass at CDF 4 
Direct W mass analysis at the Tevatron 

CDF  2.2 fb-1  Tevatron      (9.7 fb-1 is  ongoing) 

The statistical error of 12 MeV will be reduced in the  9.7 fb-1 ongoing analysis. 
The PDF and energy scale  errors are  the largest systematic errors 
         – can be handled (as discussed in this talk) 
Current analyses aim at getting  about a  factor of 2 reduction in error 
 in the direct measurement of Mw.  This measurement is difficult.            

Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 151803 (2012) 
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! MW=80.385±0.015 GeV 
(LEP/Tevatron/LEP2) 

 
! Each experiment has  

 an error of about ±20 MeV, 
~12 MeV from statistics and 
~12 MeV from systematics 
~10 MeV PDFs. 

CDF  2.2 fb-1  



               Indirect Measurement of W mass 5 
MW  can also  be determined indirectly via the relation 
 

  sin2θWon-shell = 1-Mw
2
  / Mz

2   
    

     ±0.00040 error  in sin2!w is equiv. to  ±20 MeV error in Mw (indirect) 

 
Both  sin2!Won-shell and   sin2!effleptonic (Mz) can be   extracted from 
 Drell-Yan  forward-backward asymmetry (Afb) if  we include 
EW  radiative corrections. Mw

indirect can be extracted from sin2!Won-shell  
 

•! If the SM is correct, then both direct and indirect measurements of  
    MW should agree. Deviations may imply the possibility of new physics. 

•! Similarly different measurements of   sin2!effleptonic (Mz) should also 
      agree and deviations may imply new physics.  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
As shown in this talk, for the full Run II 9.4 fb-1  Tevatron data, the   
uncertainties in  direct and indirect  measurements of Mw are 
now comparable. 
 



                            Drell-Yan  AFB                6 

Sin2!w  = 1- Mw
2

  / Mz
2 

 

(above relation is approximate) one needs to include complex EW radiative 
correction form factors in the theory predictions for AFB  to extract the 
 on-shell   Sin2!w 

AFB for  e+e-  or "+"-  pairs in the Z boson Region  is  sensitive to the 
                      effective EW mixing angle  sin2!eff  



 Difference between u and d quarks 7 
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There is some dependence of 
the predicted Afb  on the ratio of d/u PDFs  
since Afb for u and d type quarks is different 
 
The d-quark valence PDF is smaller than 
 the u- quark valence PDF. 
  
The result is that the  d-dbar  contribution 
 to the asymmetry for proton-antiproton 
 collisions is small. 

The intercepts at M=MZ are related to sin2!W 



 Measuring sin2θW  at the Tevatron  8 
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(LO) 
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sin2θeff   difference 0.00123  3.2 σ 

sin2θWeff . 
 

Measurements of Mw  
Direct 

Indirect 

Indirect 
 

Indirect 

Indirect 

Error of +- 0.00040 in sin2θw is equiv. to +-20 MeV error in Mw. 

         This talk new results  CDF ee  9.4 fb-1  
And combined e+e-  and μ+μ-  results error 0f 0.00046  

Measuring  sin2!W  Measuring  sin2!W  

Published  Mw and  sin2!eff Measurements  

(Phys. Rept. 532, 119 (2013) 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 88, 091802 (2002) 

Phys. Rev. D 88, 072002 (2013) 

Phys. Rev. D89, 072005(2014) 

This talk:  error of 23 MeV 



                         e+e- event selection 10 
 The electron candidates used in this analysis can be in either the CDF central 
(C) or the forward end plug (P) calorimeters. The central and plug calorimeters 
cover the range, |#det|<1.1 and 1.1<|#det|<3.5 respectively. 
 
•!     Central-central (CC) 
         ET > 25/15 GeV (highest/lowest ET of pair)     |ηdet|<1.05  

•!     Central-plug (CP) 
        ET > 20 GeV      C: |#det|<1.1     P: 1.2<|ηdet|<2.8   
 
For CP ee-pairs, the central leg is used to identify the e$. 
For CC pairs, only opposite-sign pairs are used in the measurement of Afb.  
 
The same-sign CC pairs  are primarily composed of a large QCD background 
and Z's with the sign of one electron misidentified. à Use to measure charge 
misID and QCD background.  
 

 Plug-plug (PP)  ET > 25 GeV   1.2<|#det|<2.8  
  PP topology ee-pairs are only used for energy calibration studies 
 



                      e+e-  mass spectrum (CC)   11 
CDF e+e-  Central-Central (CC) 227K events background ~1.1% 

(CC)  

CC opposite-charge pair mass 
distribution. The data are the 
crosses and the red histogram 
the sum of the simulation and all 
backgrounds. 
 
 The backgrounds are: QCD 
(magenta), Z ! %% (green), W
+jets (blue), WW+WZ+ZZ (cyan), 
and tt (purple). 
 
 The &2 between the data and 
sum of the simulation and 
backgrounds is 56 for 50 bins.  

(42 to 400 GeV) 



                      e+e-   mass spectrum (CP) 12 
CDF e+e- Central-Plug (CP) 258K events bkgd ~ 1.2 % 

(CP)  

CP pair mass distribution. The 
data are the crosses and the red 
histogram the sum of the 
simulation and all backgrounds. 
 
 The backgrounds are: QCD 
(magenta), Z ! %% (green), W+jets 
(blue), WW+WZ+ZZ (cyan), and tt 
(purple).  
 
The &2 between the data and 
sum of the simulation and 
backgrounds is 50 for 50 bins.  

(42 to 400 GeV) 



                        μ+ μ  mass spectrum (CC) 13 

CDF  μ+μ- : :Phys. Rev. D89, 072005 (2014) 

      CDF μ+μ- (CC)  227K events  bkgd 0.6% (QCD 0.1%, EWK 0.5%) 



    e+e-   mass spectra (CC &CP)    14 
Distributions are  well modeled by MC 

CP pair mass distribution. The crosses 
are the background subtracted 
data, and the histogram the 
simulated Z's. 
 
 The &2 between the data and sum 
of the simulation and backgrounds 
is 235 for 200 bins.  

CC opposite-charge pair mass 
distribution. The crosses are the 
background subtracted data, and the 
histogram the simulated Z's. 
 
The &2 between the data and sum of 
the simulation and backgrounds is 214 
for 200 bins.  



CC ee:  same charge vs opposite charge  15 
Charge MisID small and well  modeled by MC. 
•! CC:  require opposite sign   à  Charge misID is  not relevant. 
•! CP:  Sign  is measured only  for Central electron 
 

CC same-charge pair mass distribution. The crosses are the 
background subtracted data, and the histogram is the simulated '*/Z's 
with charge misidentification. 
 
 Charge misidentification is reproduced well by the simulation, and so 
charge misidentification for the CP events is also expected to be 
properly accounted by the simulation.  



    e+e-     largest ET 16 

ET distribution for the CP topology 
electron with the larger ET. 
 
The crosses are the background 
subtracted data, and the histogram 
the simulated Z's.  

ET distribution for the CC topology 
electron with the larger ET. 
 
 The crosses are the background 
subtracted data, and the 
histogram the simulated Z's.  

Distributions are  well modeled by MC 



 Collins Soper frame angles 17 
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Cos! in the Collins-Soper  (CM frame of the dilepton pair) 

CS Frame angles 
Can be expressed in 
 terms of lab variables  



 Dilepton angular  coeficients (CS frame)   18 
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CDF Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 241801(2011)  
    

Terms in boxes are zero 
when integrating over (, 
 A0(PT

2/M2) =0  at PT =0  



                 θ and φ   distributions in  CS frame      19 

Acceptance is very well modeled for ee pairs 



          CDF μ+μ-  &  e+e-   9.7 fb-1   sin2!W    analyses     20 

1st innovation:  sin2!W is constant  while  sin2!eff lept (M ee ,flavor)  is not.  
 Implement Full ZFITTER  EW radiative corrections, Enhanced Born 
Approximation (EBA), include full complex form factors  implemented in 
private versions of RESBOS, POWHEG, and LO.   Ref   Phys. Rev. D 88, 072002 
(2013) Appendix A’.   First implemented in 2013 by Willis Sakumoto (Rochester). 
 
2nd  innovation:  Precise lepton momentum/energy scale for muons and 
electrons  using a new method- (will also reduce scale error for Mw 
measurement)  Ref: A. Bodek et al.  Euro. Phys. J.  C72, 2194 (2012)  

  
3rd  innovation: Event weighting method for AFB analyses (systematic 
errors in acceptance and efficiencies cancel)- 
Ref.  A. Bodek.  Euro. Phys. J.  C67, 321 (2010) 
 
4th  innovation: Use Drell-Yan forward-backward asymmetry to constrain  
parton distribution functions - (will also reduce PDF errors for Mw 
measurement)  Ref A. Bodek et al  arXiv:1507.02470v2 (2015) 
 

Several new and novel techniques: 



 1. Implement  ZFITTER EBA EW radiative corrections 21 
sin2θW (on-shell) is a constant  while  sin2θeff lept (M ee ,flavor)  is not. 
  
Full ZFITTER  EW radiative corrections, Enhanced Born Approximation (EBA), 
include full complex form factors  implemented private versions of RESBOS, 
POWHEG, and LO)  Phys. Rev. D 88, 072002 (2013) Appendix A’ 

They are modified by ZFITTER 6.43 form factors (which are complex) 

AFB = (3/8) A4 

We account  for sin2!eff
  dependence on quark flavor (weak isospin) 

 and dilepton mass à get  sin2!eff
leptonic(Mz) as shown in next slide 



         Sin2θeffleptonic (Mz)   vs   Sin2θwon-shell   22 
Afb(M) depends on  sin2!effelectron (M),  
sin2!effu-quark (M), sin2!effd-quark (M). 
Sin2!eff   is flavor and  dilepton mass 
dependent. The convention is to 
extract 
         sin2!effleptonic (Mz)    
 
  To do this we start with theory 
sin2!Won-shell à add SM form factors 
        and EW rad corrections  
 
predict à sin2!effelectron (M), sin2!effu-quark (M) 
                                sin2!effd-quark (M) 
 
   Add  QCD +PDFsà  Predict  Afb (M) 
 
  Compare  predicted Afb (M) to data. 
 
    Extract both 
      sin2!Won-shell  and  sin2!effleptonic (Mz) . 
---------------------------------------------------- 
            We find  
  
 

Most  analyses neglect mass and 
flavor dependence of  sin2!eff and  
 extract an average value only  
      



23 I  ZFITTER EBA EW radiative corrections 

Most  analyses could not account for  mass and flavor dependence 
of  sin2!eff à consequently,  only an average value is extracted.  

This has been implemented 
in recent version of RESBOS.  
D0 finds that this changes 
the extracted sin2!effleptonic (Mz)  
+0.00008 

 

Recently, a  POWHEG version with electroweak radiative corrections 
has been released.  Similarly, electroweak radiative corrections have 
been implemented in other theory predictions. Comparisons of 
different  implementation of EW radiative corrections  are now possible. 



 2. Precise Energy/Momentum Scale corrections 24 
New technique used for both  μ+μ-  and  e+e-  for both data and MC. ( Ref A. 
Bodek et al.  Euro. Phys. J.  C72, 2194 (2012)) 
    Currently  used in  CDF for muons and electrons, and also in CMS. 
    A very similar method is used in D0 for electrons 

Step I : Remove the correlations between the scale for the two leptons by getting 
an initial calibration using  Z events and requiring that the  mean <1/PT> of each 
lepton in bins of  #, )  and charge be correct. 
 
Step II: The Z mass used as a reference scale.  The  Z mass  as a function of  
 #, ), (and charge for μ+μ- )  of each lepton be correct (done in bins of  #, ) ).   
 
•! Reference scale for muons:  Expected  Z mass (post FSR) smeared by 

resolution (with acceptance cuts). (in CMS J/Ψ and Υ are also used for tuning 
dE/dx).   

 
•! Reference scale for  electrons:  Expected  Z mass (post FSR, and FSR photons 

are clustered), smeared by resolution (with acceptance cuts). 

•! Usually, both data and MC are misaligned (or mis-calibrated for electrons) 
     Corrections must be apply to both data and MC to agree with the 
     Z  reference scale. 



               3. Angular  event weighting method 25 

We can combine measurements of A4 with different detectors at different 
 cos(θ) by weighting events. Events with cos(θ)=0 have zero weight. 



               3. Angular  event weighting method 26 
Angular event weighting method for AFB analyses  
             Ref. A. Bodek, Euro. Phys. J. C67, 321(2010) 

 dN/dcosθ =    1+cos2θ + A0(M,PT) (1- 3cos2θ)/2  + A4(M, PT) cosθ  
 
•! Angular event weighting is equivalent to extraction of A4(M)  in bins of  
     cos !, and averaging the results.  

•! Events at large  cos!  provide  better determination of A4, so they are 
weighted more than events at small cos!.  

•! For each cos!  acceptance and efficiencies cancel to first order. The 
resulting statistical errors are 20% smaller.  Afb (all cos!)=(3/8) A4(M) .  

     Afb (all cos!) is effectively the fully acceptance corrected asymmetry. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Angular event weighting does not correct for resolution smearing and final 
state radiation, which are included later in the unfolding.  
 
 Angular event weighting does not correct for the dependence of Afb on 
rapidity.  Rapidity dependence can be taken care of by using rapidity 
weighting, or binning in rapidity, or by using a MC bias correction.  In CDF we 
use MC bias correction. (At the LHC, we bin in rapidity). 
 
 



                       cosθ acceptance - muons 27 

Standard Afb method requires precise knowledge of acceptance and  
 efficiencies as a function of  polar and azimutal angles. 
 
 μ+μ-   has very  complicated acceptance -- many muon sub-detectors 
Here, standard method does not work because of very complicated 
 acceptance for multiple topologies.  
 

CC 

μ+μ-  



                cosθ acceptance- electrons 28 

Event weighting insensitive to acceptance and efficiencies as a function of 
cosθ.  
Best to model efficiencies and acceptance as well as we can, and then also 
use angular event weighting àminimizes detector systematic errors. 

CC 

CC+CP 



              Raw  Afb  CDF μ+μ-   and e+e- 29 

Afb Background subtracted. 
Raw no FSR or 
 smearing corrections 
 

μ+μ-  
raw 

Phys. Rev. D89, 072005 (2014) 

e+e- 
Raw 

Afb Background subtracted. 
 Raw no FSR or 
 smearing corrections 

http://www-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/ewk/2015/zAfb9ee/ 

μ+μ-  :|y|< 1  

Note mass ranges are different 



CDF e+e-:  unfolding  for Resolution and FSR     30 

e+e-: Afb Background subtracted 
          Raw no FSR or smearing corrections 

e+e-: no  
unfolding 

e+e- Afb: Afb unfolded 
 fully corrected for FSR and 
Detector resolution 

e+e- 
Unfolded 
For FSR and 
Detector 
resolution 



The measured Afb depend on  the coverage in rapidity. A small dilution effect 
depends  on the antiquark distributions and  the  rapidity range of the data. 

31 
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      Rapidity dependence of antiquark dilution      

μ+μ-  : 
 require 
 |y|< 1  

e+e- : 
 require 
|y|< 1.7  

For y<1  very little  y dependence of  
dilution.   Small Bias correction. 



                  Bias correction (mostly for rapidity)  32 

Compare MC input Afb(M) to fully reconstructed and unfolded MC. 
This bias  correction – corrects for all 2nd order effects mostly rapidity coverage  

e+e- :|y|< 1.7  

μ+μ-  :|y|<  1 0.00#
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            sin2!W extraction using templates 33 

This analysis is repeated with 
 1. POWEG    2.  RESBPOS 
 3.  Tree-Level LO  
 
For the POWHEG analysis,  
the extraction is repeated 100  
times for all 100 NNPDF3.0 
 replicas to get PDF error. 



e+e sin2θeff and  sin2θW results 34 

25.

e+e-  data only 

The statistical error of 0.00048 dominates.  
 
 The experimental systematic error of 0.00005 is negligible  



e+e sin2θeff and  sin2θW errors  35 

e+e-  data only 

=(NLO - LO)  



    CDF e+e Afb different PDFs 36 

25.

Dependence  Afb data 
to  predictions with 
different  PDFs. 
Afb Constrains PDFs. 



          Combining electron and muon results          37 
 The Afb measuremens using ee-pairs and  ""-pairs are over different 
kinematic ranges: |yee| < 1.7 and |y""| < 1.    
For the combined result on sin2!W  Afb templates are calculated separately, 
and the joint &2 of the individual comparisons used to extract sin2!W 
 
The results of the combination are summarized in the table below. The 
Powheg-Box NLO and Tree calculations use  NNPDF-3.0 ensemble of PDFs.  

The template scan uncertainties are statistical only. The PDF column is the 
uncertainty from NNPDF-3.0. In the &2 column, the number in parenthesis is the 
number of mass bins. The electron and muon channels have 15 and 16 mass 
bins, respectively 



        Combination:  electron and muon errors         38 

The PDF errors include constraints from Afb data 
 (described in later in this talk). 

Uncertainty 
Mw direct (2012) 
   2.2 fb-1. 
------------------------------------ 
  0.012 (stat) 
--------------------------------- 
   0.007 (lepton scale 
   0.003  (Background) 
--------------------------------- 
   0.010  (PDFs) 
   0.006 (Recoil energy) 
   0.005  (PT W) 
   0.004 (QED rad) 
------------------------------- 
   0.015 
--------------------------------- 
   0.019 



 PDF errors      39 
We use combined e+e  μ+μ  Afb data to constrain PDFs 
 Ref :  A. Bodek. J. Han, A. Khukhunaishvili, W. Sakumoto:” Using Drell-Yan 
 forward-backward asymmetry to constrain parton distribution functions”  
      arXiv:1507.02470.  (submitted to EPJC) 
Reduces NNPDF 3.0 PDF (NNLO) error in sin2!efff   from +- 0.00020 to   +-  0.00015 
 
  Two procedures  for getting a standard PDF error.  
All PDF groups provide a default (central) PDF set. There are two methods 
that are used for the determination of PDF uncertainties.  
  
Hessian Matrix:  Use a set of eigenvector error PDFs The PDF uncertainties in a 
measurement are determined by repeating the analysis for all of the error PDF 
sets, and adding in quadrature the difference in the result obtained with  the  
error PDFs and the result obtained  with the  default PDF. 
 
Monte Carlo Replicas:  Use a set  of  N (e.g. 100 or 1000)  replica PDFs. Each of 
the PDF replicas has equal probability of being correct.  The central value of 
any observable  is the average of the values  of  sin2!efff extracted with each 
one of the N PDF replicas.  The PDF error is the RMS of the 
values extracted using all  N replicas.  
 



            PDF errors:  Monte Carlo Replica Method     40 

 
The calculated standard PDF errors will be the same for both methods 
 
For any given a set of Hessian eigenvector PDFs there is a prescription to 
generate an arbitrary number of PDF replicas. 
 
We  use 100   NNPDF3.0 NNLO PDFs (Includes LHC data) 
  
For these100 replicas we get  sin2!W = 0.22401± 0.00042  (Statistical error)    
                          RMS is the PDF error =                 ± 0.00020 (PDF) 
 
The replica method is preferable for two reasons: 
1.! We can easily add constraints from new data. 
2.! We can easily find if the new data is consistent or inconsistent 
      with the PDFs. 
 

  Monte Replica Method:  s=sin2! 



    Baysian Reweighting (incorporating new data)     41 

Note that AFB (M) data has never 
been used In PDF fits before. 
 
Reason: How can we 
 get both sin2!w AND 
 constrain PDFs  from the 
 same AFB (M) data  ????? 
 

                                      Answer -à 

It is  clear how to do this  for new results for processes that have been used  
in previous PDF fits. (e.g. new LHC W asymmetry data) 

 
 The new result = weighted mean.  
 The  new weighted RMS  is a  
 reduced PDF error 

A. Bodek. J. Han A. Khukhunaishvili, W. Sakumoto:”” 
      arXiv:1507.02470  



Sensitivity of AFB(M)  to sin2θW and PDFs.      42 

42	  

For details see:  
A. Bodek. J. Han A. Khukhunaishvili, 
W. Sakumoto:” Using Drell-Yan forward-
backward asymmetry to reduce PDF 
errors in the measurement of 
electroweak parameters” 
      arXiv:1507.02470  
 

Because we have completely different dependence on PDFs  vs   sin2!W 



sin2!W : Reduce PDF errors with Baysian Reweighting 43 

 
 
 

. 
Weighted Mean  à    sin2θW  = 0.22401± 0.00042 
 Weighted RMS =  reduced PDF error= ± 0.00015 
 
 
 
 

n 
n 
±

Weighted  PDF  error ±0.00015 

100 NNPDF 3.0 (NNLO)  replicas 

 
Ensemble PDFs are 
 constrained by reweighting 

Technique can be used with any PDF 
set provided the PDF set is  consistent 
with the new data. If the PDF sets are 
consistent with each other the result  
 (but not the PDF error) will be the 
 same. 

These constrained PDFs can 
 be used for other analyses 
 (e.g. direct measurement  
of the W mass) 

NNPDF3.0 NNLO is consistent with
  the CDF AFB (M) data   



      Checking consistency of new data with PDFs 44 
Bodek et al. arXiv:1507.02470 : MC study:   Fake data:  CTEQ6.6 , sin2θw=0.2242  

Statistics similar to CDF sample. CDF like detector
.  One  analysis is  done using 
100 NNPDF3.0 NNLO replicas.   Find that 
 the CTEQ6.6 NLO  Fake data  is  
     consistent with the NNPDF3.0 NNLO set. 
    (NNPDF3.0 includes LHC data). 
 
The average  sin2!w  from the fake data is 
 equal to the input value of sin2!w. The  
weighted sin2!w is also equal to the input 
 value of sin2!w 
 

The plot on the left shows a second 
 analysis  done with 100 NNPDF2.3 NNLO  
replicas.  The extracted  sin2!w  from the 
 fake data is NOT equal to the input value of si
n2!w. However, weighted sin2!w 

 analysis is closer to the input value. 
 CTEQ6.6 Fake data  is not inconsistent 
 with NNPDF2.3 NNLO set. 
(NNPDF2.3 does not include LHC data 
And is has been superseded by 3.0) 
  



                                    ee  &  μμ   9.4  fb-1  sin2!eff  and Indirect  MW   
measurement 

45 

LHCb (prel. 2015) 0.23142 ±0.0011 

Direct and indirect W mass errors 
have comparable errors 



46 Standard Model  vs    Super symmetry 



Conclusions 47 

47	  

An Error of +- 0.00040 in sin2!w is equiv. to +-20 MeV error in Mw. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Currently the Tevatron direct (L=  2.2 fb-1) and indirect (L=9.4 fb-1) 
measurements of Mw have similar errors. (~ 20 MeV per experiment). 
CDF sin2!w and Mw (indirect) are in good agreement with SM 
predictions from MH and MT.  
     AFB(M)  data  can also be used to put additional constraints on 
PDFs.  These new  constraints will help reduce PDF errors in the ongoing  
Tevatron Run II Legacy (L=9.4 fb-1) direct measurement of Mw. 
     
 

My guess:  Combining CDF ( ee & μμ) +D0(ee) 
would reduce error to about  
± 0.00038     + Further reduction when D0(μμ)  
                          analysis is completed 


